Surfer's Paradise High-End Loft Condo in Perfect
Beach Community

Would you be happier if you owned a comfortable, zero-hassle condo close to some of Costa Rica's
best beaches and surf? This condo is nestled along the Pacific coast in an area that is dotted with
some of the country's best waves - Playa Negra, Avellanas and Marbella are all within easy drives,
and the beaches in between are filled with little-known breaks that locals love to keep secret.The
condo is located on the second floor of a mixed commercial and residential center called Plaza
Tierra Pacifica, so owners have a supermarket and excellent restaurants just downstairs. Plaza TP is
situated in Playa Junquillal, an idyllic coastal community with extraordinary infrastructure - a
paved highway ends just a mile from the center and the area has one of the best water resources in
the region.The loft's high, vaulted ceiling and large windows make the space airy, open and light.
Its fixtures and finishing touches are high-end, with local hardwoods used for the custom cabinetry,
ceilings and the flooring in the loft. The building has an elevator in addition to the main staircase,
making the unit accessible to everyone.The bedroom has ample space for a second roll out bed to
be used; combined with a pull-out bed in the sofa the condo can sleep up to five or six people. It is
currently in a rental pool and paying 100% of its costs.A condo of this quality, located this close to
the ocean, would cost twice as much if it were located in a more-developed area, but Junquillal is
still an undiscovered gem on a coast that is quickly changing.

Year Built: 2009
Bedrooms: 1
Bathroom: 1.5
Floor Area: 83.61 Sq m
Lot Area:
0 Sq m
Property ID: 9419
Price:
154,900 USD
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